
About This RUM
Our Pot Distilled Rum, made from select, regional Grade A US 
Fancy Molasses made from Florida sugar cane. It is one of the 
very few rums that is aged in barrels that previously held 
bourbon from the same distillery. We believe our Pot Distilled 
Rum is the ultimate continuation of Florida’s rum tradition.

This is a versatile rum, showcasing regional ingredients, that is 
designed to work well in cocktails that typically feature white 
and amber rums.

Color
Light golden honey, brilliant clarity.

Proof 
90

Nose 
Slight grassy note on entry shifting immediately to fruity 
notes, coconut, vanilla, brown sugar, and caramel.

Taste 
Entry is sweet, light and bright. Next, the brown sugar and 
fruity anise elements emerge. In the mid-palate, the molasses 
continues with vanilla and some warming toffee notes.

Finish 
Sweet black tea and anise.

POT DISTILLED RUM

Bottles Per Case: 12
Cases Per Pallet: 75375ML Bottles Per Case: 6

Cases Per Pallet: 100750ML

The Saint BOURBON
About This Whiskey

Meet The Saint. The world’s first cask strength, 
old-fashioned barrel finished bourbon. 

Truly, one of a kind.  

A St. Augustine Distillery exclusive, our distillers hand 
pick five select barrels of our award-winning Florida 
straight bourbon, marry those barrels and finish them 
for up to six months in our freshly emptied bourbon 
barrels which were used to make our proprietary old 
fashioned mix. 

We bottle The Saint at cask strength and number
each bottle with the proof, season, batch and bottle 
number.  So smooth, you won’t believe you are tasting 
a cask-strength bourbon. This unique spirit is best 
enjoyed neat or over a single, large format ice cube. 
We invite you to sit back and enjoy a glass of The 
Saint. Share it with friends and family and discover 
what industry insiders are calling one the best, most 
unique craft spirits ever released. 

Color
Deep, rich amber. Tremendous depth.

Proof 
Cask strength (varies with each seasonal release).

Nose 
Warm and smooth, with notes of toffee, winter fruit
and mulled wine spice, hints of citrus. 

Taste 
Unbelievably smooth. Silky mouthfeel. Taste starts 
with ripe cherry and chocolate, followed by notes of 
aromatic bitters. Sweet overtones develop into dark 
chocolate, caramel and vanilla, with a gentle warmth
that starts deep in your chest. 

112 Riberia Street, St. Augustine, Florida 32084 
(904) 825-4962

Enjoy, but please drink responsibly.

staugustinedistillery.com

@StAugustineDistilleryCompany
@staugustinedistillery

Bottles Per Case: 6
Cases Per Pallet: 100750ML


